The Role of Neuroimaging Techniques in Establishing Diagnosis, Prognosis and Therapy in Disorders of Consciousness
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Abstract: Non-communicative brain damaged patients raise important clinical and scientific issues. Here, we review three major pathological disorders of consciousness: coma, the unresponsive wakefulness syndrome and the minimally conscious state. A number of clinical studies highlight the difficulty in making a correct diagnosis in patients with disorders of consciousness based only on behavioral examinations. The increasing use of neuroimaging techniques allows improving clinical characterization of these patients. Recent neuroimaging studies using positron emission tomography, functional magnetic resonance imaging, electroencephalography and transcranial magnetic stimulation can help assess diagnosis, prognosis, and therapeutic treatment. These techniques, using resting state, passive and active paradigms, also highlight possible dissociations between consciousness and responsiveness, and are facilitating a more accurate understanding of brain function in this challenging population.
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Patients with disorders of consciousness occurring after a coma represent a major challenge in clinical practice and experimental research. Patients in coma may die, fully recover consciousness, or evolve into some intermediate states such as the unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS) or the minimally conscious state (MCS). Most patients continuously improve and recover some functional abilities, but some remain in a state with disorder of consciousness for several years or even permanently. These patients are, by definition, not able to communicate, and present important motor deficits, sensory losses, language impairment and vigilance fluctuation. Clinical evaluation can therefore be difficult and may lead to a high rate of misdiagnosis. Despite this, behavioral assessment currently remains the gold standard in the diagnostic work-up. The neuroimaging techniques recently developed have brought new insights on brain function after a coma and can complement the clinical assessment by improving the diagnosis and prognosis of patients with disorders of consciousness. Neuroimaging tools are also starting to be employed to examine the effects of some therapeutic interventions. This review briefly discusses the different disorders of consciousness following a period of coma and reviews recent clinical and neuroimaging findings concerning their diagnosis, prognosis and therapeutic treatment.

DISORDERS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Coma

Coma is an acute state of unresponsiveness in which a patient cannot be aroused. Diagnosis of coma is primarily...
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based on clinical examination of the eyes [1]. If the patient is able to open the eyes either spontaneously or after stimulation, (s)he is not in a coma. This state lasts at least one hour and rarely lasts longer than two to four weeks. The cause of coma can be investigated through specific respiratory patterns, temperature changes, increased or decreased blood pressure, modification of the skin, abnormalities of the neurological examination and neuroimaging scanners. Coma has multiple etiologies but it is usually divided into traumatic (e.g., motor accident, fall) and non-traumatic (e.g., cardiac arrest, drowning, carbon monoxide poisoning) etiologies. Coma originates from diffuse axonal injury and extensive bilateral hemisphere lesions or from focal lesion in the brainstem or bilateral thalami, which provokes a global impairment of the arousal system [2].

Unresponsive Wakefulness Syndrome (UWS)

Patients with UWS show signs of arousal: they open their eyes either spontaneously or when stimulated [3]. Post-mortem analysis reveals that the brainstem and hypothalamus, and specifically the reticular activating system, are largely restored, which explains why patients look awake. The term “unresponsive wakefulness syndrome” has recently replaced the term “vegetative state” because it has no pejorative connotations and it is a more precise description of the clinical state [4]. Patients in UWS present various reflexive responses to external stimuli (such as yawning and grunting) but they do not show any overt sign of awareness [5]. They also exhibit a relatively preserved sleep-wake cycle but recent studies suggest an absence of defined electrophysiological characteristics of sleep [6, 7]. The UWS is usually due to widespread lesions of grey matter in the neocortex and thalamus, widespread white matter damage and diffuse axonal injury, and/or bilateral thalamic lesions [3].

Minimally Conscious State (MCS)

Patients who present behaviors that are clinically regarded as indicators of consciousness, such as visual pursuit, intelligible verbalizations or responses to command, are considered as having entered the MCS (Fig. 1). These patients must show reproducible signs of consciousness even if it is minimal and fluctuating, in conjunction with the absence of functional communication and object use [8]. This state has been subcategorized as MCS+ and MCS- based on the presence or absence of language comprehension respectively [9]. This recent classification is supported by neuroanatomical data that demonstrates better preservation of language-related networks in MCS+ as compared to MCS- patients [10]. More recently, the non-behavioral MCS (abbreviated as MCS*) has been proposed for patients who do not demonstrate any behavioral sign of consciousness at the bedside but the neuroimaging results are compatible with consciousness, for example when a patient shows consistent brain activation during mental imagery tasks [11, 12] (Fig. 2). Note that the terms “functional MCS” and “functional locked-in syndrome” have also been proposed for this category of patients but they hold ambiguity and could lead to unwarranted confusion given the fact that MCS patients are unable to functionally communicate, and the locked-in syndrome is not a disorder of consciousness [13, 14].

![Fig. (1). Nosology and evolution after a severe brain injury. UWS, unresponsive wakefulness syndrome; MCS, minimally conscious state. Adapted from [137].](image-url)
Other Related States

Once patients show functional communication or object use, they emerge from the MCS [15]. Further recovery is still possible, although cognitive deficits and functional impairment are very likely. The locked-in syndrome is another condition where patients are locked inside their body. They are able to fully perceive their environment but they are extremely limited at the motor level [16]. They have no means of producing speech, limb, or face movements, and the anatomy of the responsible lesion in the brainstem (i.e., disruption of the corticospinal and corticobulbar pathways) is such that these patients are only left with the capacity to use vertical eye movements and blinks to communicate. Their cognitive capacities are usually well preserved even if recent studies reported impairment in recognition of negative facial expressions, motor imagery defects, and pathologic laughter and crying [17 - 21]. Note that the emergence of MCS and the locked-in syndrome are not considered as being part of the disorders of consciousness because consciousness is preserved in these states. Fig. (1) displays the trajectory after a severe brain injury and the possible states according to clinical and neuroimaging examinations.

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS

Making the correct diagnosis has important implications. For example, the prognosis of patients in MCS is often better than the one of UWS [22, 23]. MCS patients also seem to show greater responses to some treatments [24]. Moreover, access to a rehabilitation center is sometimes determined by the diagnosis, as patients have to be able to participate in the treatment plan. Being considered conscious (or unconscious) thus greatly influences caregivers in regard to rehabilitation process but also in end-of-life decision-making.

The clinical standard to assess the level of consciousness is based on bedside behavioral examination, by mainly looking for a motor response to a command. Misdiagnosis is disturbingly frequent (up to 40%) when based exclusively on clinical consensus [25 - 27]. Some of the factors on the patient’s side that account for misdiagnosis are motor impairment, sensory deficit, altered cognition, fluctuation of vigilance and medical complications [28, 29]. On the assessor’s side, the lack of knowledge regarding the disorders of consciousness, poor training and non-use of adequate behavioral scales are also some elements contributing to the high rate of misdiagnosis. Poorly trained examiners can dramatically mistake patients with locked-in syndrome for unconscious patients especially when a bilateral ptosis or the presence of an opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome further reduces the motor repertoire of the former [30 - 32].

Fig. (2). Neuroimaging assessments in two patients behaviorally diagnosed as UWS. The patient on the left presents the typical pattern of UWS (i.e., low brain metabolism as shown in blue with FDG-PET, no resting state default mode network, severe atrophy of the white matter tracts as shown with DTI, and no brain activation during motor and spatial imagery tasks). The patient on the right presents a pattern not compatible with UWS, and should hence be diagnosed as MCS*. FDG-PET: fluorodesoxyglucose-positron emission tomography, fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging, here the resting state is the default mode network. DTI: diffusion tensor imaging. Taken from [14].
Multiple behavioral scales have been developed to help the bedside assessment. The Coma Recovery Scale-Revised is recommended, as it has been specifically developed to differentiate between UWS and MCS patients [25, 33]. The use of a mirror to assess visual fixation/pursuit, and the use of the patient’s own name to assess auditory localization are also advised [34 - 37].

Beside the diagnosis of the level of consciousness, the presence of multiple comorbidities should also be taken into account in the establishment of the prognosis [38]. Other factors influencing the prognosis are the age [39], the etiology of the brain injury [5], the time since onset [40], the presence or absence of brainstem reflexes [41], and the electrophysiological and neuroimaging results that will be discussed in the next sections.

Despite the most accurate clinical assessment, one cannot however rule out some degree of awareness in some patients. In fact, neuroimaging studies have now demonstrated that several patients who are completely unresponsive at the bedside present patterns of brain activation similar to those observed in healthy participants [42, 43] (Fig. 2). Neuroimaging techniques allow straightforward measurements of brain activity without patient participation and without using a motor interface that may help improving the diagnosis and prognosis of patients with disorders of consciousness.

NEUROIMAGING IN THE ASSESSMENT OF DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS

The most employed techniques in the field of disorders of consciousness are currently positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) [44, 45]. Different paradigms have been used in the recent years and can be classified into three categories: 1) resting state paradigms to investigate the patients’ brain activity at rest; 2) passive paradigms with the administration of external stimuli such as auditory beeps or visual flashes; and 3) active paradigms to detect willful modulations of brain activity. Resting state and passive paradigms do not require the collaboration of the patients, except that they have to stay awake. Active paradigms allow obtaining a response to command bypassing motor output. We will next review the different neuroimaging techniques and provide a summary of what have been found regarding the diagnosis and the prognosis of patients with disorders of consciousness.

Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

PET studies measure resting regional cerebral metabolic rates for glucose or changes in regional cerebral blood flow as an indirect measure of the neural synaptic activity [46]. For example, a PET scan using fluorodeoxyglucose (18F) summates approximately 30 minutes of cerebral glucose metabolism and allows assessment of regional variations. PET scanning is invasive because it involves the injection of positron-emitting radionuclides with short half-lives. As the radioactive compound accumulates in different regions of the brain and positron annihilations occur, the scanner detects the coincident rays produced at all positions outside the head and reconstructs an image that displays the location and concentration of the radioisotope within a plane of the brain. PET is combined with CT imaging to co-register the functional PET image with a high anatomic resolution image.

Early resting state studies using fluorodeoxyglucose PET showed that brain glucose metabolism in coma and UWS decreases to about 40% of normal in the acute phase [47], and decreasing further to around 30-40% of normal in the chronic stages of UWS [48]. In MCS patients, the average brain activity is generally maintained at 50-70% of normal, and in patients with locked-in syndrome it is decreased by 10% with dysfunction only in the infratentorial regions [49]. Progression from UWS to MCS becomes increasingly likely at global metabolic levels above ~45% of normal, while maintenance of consciousness below this metabolic level is rare [49].

The decreased metabolism in UWS and MCS patients is most noticeable in the precuneus, the posterior cingulate and the temporo-parietal junction [42]. In a single case report, recovery from UWS was associated with the restoration of functional connectivity between intralaminar thalamic nuclei, prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices [50]. More recently, patients in UWS have been shown to demonstrate metabolic dysfunction in extrinsic (i.e., lateral frontoparietal cortices related to external awareness) and intrinsic (i.e., midline network related to internal awareness) networks as well as in thalami, whereas MCS patients only show dysfunction in the intrinsic network and thalami [51]. Additionally, MCS+ patients showed preserved metabolism in language and sensorimotor areas as compared to MCS- patients [10]. In another recent study, the differences of regional metabolic change between MCS and UWS patients were most pronounced in the frontoparietal, sensory, and motor cortices, whereas no subcortical structures were differentially affected [49].
The utility of PET scan has been recently demonstrated in a sample of 126 patients when detecting conscious brain activity based on the preservation of frontoparietal networks. Full or partial preservation of frontoparietal glucose metabolism was associated with the presence or imminent recovery of responsiveness after severe brain injury, while complete metabolic suppression of the frontoparietal cortex was indicative of unresponsiveness without long-term recovery (Fig. 3). The technique allowed to correctly identify 93% of MCS patients and correctly predict consciousness recovery in 74% of patients with disorders of consciousness [27]. In the same line, a preliminary study in patients with disorders of consciousness using [11 C] Flumazenil PET reported reduced global GABA-A receptor binding and decreased local-to-global ratio in the supragenual anterior cingulate that correlated with behavioral improvement after three months [52].

![Glucose metabolism at rest in minimally conscious state (MCS) and in unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (VS/UWS). Blue represents areas with low metabolism and red represents areas with preserved metabolism when compared to healthy participants. Adapted from [27].](image)

Finally, early H2(15)O-PET studies using passive paradigms showed that UWS patients typically only activate primary sensory cortices in response to painful stimulations or auditory stimuli [53, 54]. In contrast, MCS patients show preserved higher order areas activation, encompassing frontoparietal cortices [55, 56].

**Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)**

Functional MRI can detect an increase in blood oxygen concentration that occurs in an area of heightened neuronal activity. The most common form of MRI is blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) imaging [57]. The BOLD signal depends on the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated hemoglobin. The localized changes induced by neuronal activity cause increases in magnetic resonance signal, which are used as indices of functional activation. These changes in signal are then mapped onto a scan of the participant's anatomy. Drawbacks of the MRI are the claustrophobia that some participants may experience, the susceptibility to subjects’ movement artifacts and the interdiction of metal-containing devices in the magnet.

A number of functional MRI studies have focused on the measurement of resting state spontaneous BOLD signal correlations between brain regions [58]. These studies identified preserved functional connectivity in both lateral and medial frontoparietal areas in MCS patients as compared to UWS patients [59 - 63]. More recently, various resting state networks such as the default mode, frontoparietal, salience, auditory, sensori-motor and visual networks have been used to discriminate UWS from MCS patients with a high discriminative capacity (>80%) (Fig. 4). In particular, the auditory-visual interaction, supported by the auditory network, had the highest classification accuracy (91%) [64]. Another recent study also showed that functional connectivity in the salience network was reduced in UWS as compared to MCS. The connectivity within the default mode network was also lower in patients who showed no improvement as compared to those who recover consciousness three months after the scanning, suggesting that the
default mode network can predict recovery of consciousness [65]. In a last study, intrinsic functional connectivity strength was primarily reduced with loss of consciousness in the posterior cingulate/precuneus, medial prefrontal cortex, and lateral parietal cortex. These patterns of decreased connectivity could predict whether patients with coma and UWS would regain consciousness with an accuracy of 81%, with the most discriminative region being the precuneus [66].

Fig. (4). Resting state connectivity networks across healthy participants, patients in minimally conscious state (MCS), unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS) and coma. For each network, a decrease is observed as a function of the level of consciousness. Taken from [64].

Functional MRI studies have also measured changes in BOLD signal during external stimulations as compared to a resting state baseline. These passive paradigms gave similar results to those obtained in PET studies reviewed above. Most UWS patients only display low-level cortices activation in response to sensory stimuli [67, 68]. In contrast, MCS patients usually recruit a more widespread set of associative cortices. Default mode network deactivation also seems more preserved in MCS patients as compared to UWS [69]. Moreover, default mode network activation in response to self-referential stimuli has been shown to be stronger in MCS as compared to UWS patients [61, 70]. The BOLD signal in auditory cortex elicited by the patient’s own name spoken by a familiar voice has also been shown to reliably predict the outcome in UWS patients. Specifically, 92% of traumatic UWS patients with activation of higher order auditory cortices had a good outcome, whereas 85% of non-traumatic UWS patients with low activation in auditory cortex did not recover after one year [71].

Finally, active functional MRI paradigms have been used as brain computer interfaces to detect behaviorally UWS patients with covert cognition (i.e., MCS* patients, see Fig. 2). The first well-known case was a traumatic UWS patient
in 2006 who was put in the scanner and asked to imagine playing tennis and imagine navigating through her house. The patient showed brain activation patterns of the appropriate cortical brain regions (i.e., supplementary motor cortex for motor imagery and parahippocampal regions for spatial imagery), exactly like healthy participants [72]. Since then, many studies have reported similar results using other paradigms such as attentional task [73] and even passive viewing of a movie [74]. Mental imagery examinations have also predicted recovery of consciousness [11], and have been employed to communicate with a patient in MCS [75]. Note, however, that these active paradigms only work in a minority of patients [27, 75, 76].

Electroencephalography (EEG)

EEG is a non-invasive technique that permits to measure directly spontaneous brain electrical activity via electrodes attached to the scalp. EEG provides temporal resolution in the millisecond range (PET and MRI provide good spatial resolution in millimeters but lower temporal resolution in seconds). The EEG has the advantage of being transportable and can be employed at the bedside. The EEG represents the passive conduction of currents produced by summing activity over large neuronal aggregates. An evoked potential is the time-locked average of the EEG in response to a sensory, motor or cognitive event. Because of their low amplitude, a number of stimuli have to be averaged [77]. Sensory evoked or ‘exogenous’ potentials are elicited by specific sensory pathways (e.g. visual evoked potentials). Event-related or ‘endogenous’ potentials are related to the mental attention of the participant and to cognitive aspects of detecting a target stimulus [78].

Resting state EEG studies reported lower delta power and less frequent high delta power microstates in MCS as compared to UWS patients [79 - 81]. Reduced EEG amplitudes and delta frequencies have also been shown to correlate with bad clinical outcomes, whereas alpha frequencies and EEG reactivity correlated with good outcomes [82]. Reducing the raw EEG into one number, using for example the bispectral index or the spectral entropy, MCS patients showed higher values than UWS patients [83, 84]. In a recent study on a large cohort of patients using different EEG indices, low-frequency power, EEG complexity, and information exchange were the most reliable signatures of consciousness [81]. Moreover, patients in MCS demonstrated preserved EEG sleep-wake patterns as compared to UWS patients [85], and functional connectivity EEG studies have suggested a link between preserved cerebral functional interactions and higher conscious level in MCS as compared to UWS patients [86, 87].

Using passive paradigms, the mismatch negativity (an early negative waveform elicited by a deviant tone in a repetitive series) was more often observed in MCS than in UWS patients [88 - 90]. Using a mismatch negativity paradigm, it has also been shown that the only difference between UWS and MCS patients was a deficit of feedback connection from frontal to temporal cortices [91]. In addition, the P300 is also an event related that have been more consistently observed in MCS than in UWS patients [92, 93]. Recently, the capacity of patients to detect violations of local (e.g., four low tones followed by a high tone) and global (e.g., a sequence of five low tones following three sequences in which four low tones are followed by a high tone) regularities has been explored using auditory stimuli. Although violations of local regularity could be detected unconsciously, responses to global auditory novelty could differentiate MCS from UWS patients [94].

The presence or absence of auditory event-related potentials (e.g., N100, P300, N400, mismatch negativity) and somatosensory evoked potentials (e.g., bilateral N20) have been shown to hold prognostic value [95 - 100]. Similarly, initial visual evoked potentials have recently been related to long-term outcome [101].

As in fMRI, EEG active paradigms (e.g., counting the occurrence of own name in a sequence of names, imagining squeezing hands) have also allowed identifying MCS* patients who responded to verbal command using their brain activity [102, 103]. Finally, linear and nonlinear analyses of the EEG signals in UWS patients have been proposed to investigate signs of decreased complexity and mutual interconnectivity within the consciousness-related networks in order to improve our ability to predict outcomes [104 - 107].

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation Coupled with EEG (TMS-EEG)

TMS allows stimulating non-invasively the superficial cortex. A brief, high-current pulse is produced in a coil of wire, which is placed above the scalp. A magnetic field is produced with lines of flux passing perpendicularly to the plane of the coil and an electric field is induced perpendicularly to the magnetic field. The extent of neuronal activation varies with the intensity of stimulation. Stimulations can be used via single, paired or repetitive pulses. Single-pulse TMS does not produce long-term changes (as compared to repetitive TMS) and is used to measure the effect of a perturbation and to induce short-term changes without modifying the brain activity [108]. TMS combined with high-
density EEG allows to precisely perturb a selected brain area and to record cortical responses locally and at distant sites in a reliable and reproducible way [109 - 111]. TMS-EEG does not require any participation of the patient and does not require motor output or language comprehension, which is an appealing approach to study patients in disorders of consciousness.

In UWS patients, TMS has been shown to typically trigger a stereotypical slow wave that remains local, as it is also the case in non-rapid eye movement sleep and in general anesthesia. In contrast, brain activation patterns to TMS in MCS patients have been reported to be widespread and differentiated, as observed in healthy awake participants, in patients who emerged from the MCS and in locked-in patients [112, 113] (Fig. 5). Interestingly, TMS-EEG seems to give a clear-cut difference at the individual level. These results are, however, descriptive and one may want to be able to quantify these responses, especially if used in the clinical settings. In that context, the perturbational complexity index (PCI) was developed by calculating the spatial and temporal response of the brain to a perturbation induced by TMS, which gives a number between 0 and 1 [114]. Results showed that PCI can successfully differentiate between conscious and unconscious states: it is high in healthy awake participants, in MCS patients and in locked-in, and it is low in patients in UWS, under general anesthesia (e.g., propofol, xenon, midazolam) and during non-rapid eye movement sleep (Fig. 5).

Fig. (5). TMS-EEG Discriminates Between UWS and MCS. A. Descriptive brain responses to TMS in a UWS patient who evolved to MCS and to EMCS. Response under the TMS stimulation (top figure, black trace) and the following spreading of the activity in the brain (colors represent the location of the brain areas). White cross displays the site of the TMS stimulation (parietal cortex). The behavioral recovery was assessed with the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R). B. Quantitative brain responses to TMS in UWS, MCS, emergence of MCS and locked-in patients. The perturbational complexity index (PCI) progressively increases from UWS to MCS and exit MCS. PCI attains levels of healthy awake participants in locked-in patients whereas UWS show similar value as non-rapid eye movement sleep (NREM) and anesthesia in healthy participants. The threshold for consciousness is 0.31. Adapted from [112, 114].

NEUROIMAGING IN THE ASSESSMENT OF THERAPY

There are currently only a few evidence-based guidelines regarding the treatment of patients with disorders of...
consciousness, and even less neuroimaging studies on the effect of therapeutic treatment. So far, treatments that have shown some positive responses include pharmacological agents, such as amantadine [115], apomorphine [116], zolpidem [117, 118] and baclofen [119], and brain stimulations, such as transcranial direct current stimulation [24, 120], TMS [121, 122] and deep brain stimulation [123].

One PET study showed an increase in metabolism in the frontoparietal network of a chronic anoxic MCS patient after the administration of amantadine, which resulted in cognitive and motor improvements [124]. A few other PET studies reported that zolpidem-related functional recovery was paralleled by an increase in glucose metabolism in prefrontal cortices [125 - 127]. A zolpidem-related increase in metabolism in thalamic and striatal regions was also observed in some studies but not all [126]. Interestingly, none of the responders presented structural lesions on the brain areas showing increased metabolism after zolpidem. Activation of EEG cortical activity has also been reported after zolpidem uptake in a UWS patient [128]. More specifically, responders seem to present an increase in power at 15–30 Hz associated with an attenuation of 6–10 Hz power after zolpidem administration [127]. Note that zolpidem responders are rare, in the order of 5% of patients with disorders of consciousness [118]. The “GABA impairment hypothesis” was recently proposed by Pistoia and colleagues to explain the effect of zolpidem on recovery of consciousness: zolpidem may act on the recovery of consciousness by reversing the impairment of GABA, and hence, by restoring normal ratio between synaptic excitation and inhibition [129]. Another hypothesis is the “mesocircuit model” which suggests that zolpidem disinhibits the globus pallidus interna and hence increases the thalamic excitatory role on prefrontal cortices [130].

The clinical and scientific community has recently shown an increasing interest for brain stimulations as a therapeutic tool for patients in disorders of consciousness. The few studies published so far reported an improvement of the level of consciousness in some MCS patients, following a single session as well as repetitive sessions of transcranial direct current stimulation on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [24, 120]. Interestingly, MCS responders showed more grey matter preservation and residual metabolic activity in the stimulated brain region but also in the precuneus and in the thalamus, when compared to non-responders, which suggests a widespread effect of the technique, allowing functional improvement in some MCS patients [131]. Repetitive TMS has also been employed to induce positive effect in some patients with disorders of consciousness but some studies did not find any behavioral improvement. In a single case report, along with meaningful behaviors, a MCS patient showed increases in alpha, beta and delta gamma power of the EEG after repetitive TMS on the motor cortex [132]. Similarly, reappearance of fast EEG activity and increase in slow waves was reported in a MCS patient who showed transitory arousal after 20Hz repetitive TMS over the motor cortex [122]. On the other hand, a recent study did not find any behavioral or electrophysiological effect of 20Hz TMS on motor cortex in 11 patients in UWS [133].

Finally, in a seminal study, bilateral deep brain electrical stimulation of the central thalamus has been shown to modulate behavioral responsiveness in a patient who remained in MCS for six years before the intervention [123]. Since then, other patients with disorders of consciousness showed increased functional communication, motor performance, feeding, and object naming during and after central thalamic deep brain stimulation protocols [134]. Additionally, some patients also recovered from the UWS after the stimulation of the mesencephalic reticular formation, and this paralleled desynchronization on continuous EEG frequency analysis. Regional cerebral blood flow and regional cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen also increased at the whole brain level during the stimulation [135]. These findings indicate that deep brain stimulation protocols have therapeutic potential to improve behavioral functioning in patients with disorders of consciousness. More behavioral and neuroimaging studies are nevertheless needed to address the role of electrophysiological treatment strategies in these patients [for a comprehensive review, see 136].

CONCLUSION

Patients with disorders of consciousness pose important diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic challenges. Innovative neuroimaging approaches have been developed to decrease misdiagnoses and to increase confidence in predicting outcome. Individual neuroimaging results may have major consequences on how the caregivers behave with the patients once, for example, they know they are (minimally) conscious, or that they have a better prognosis than initially expected. This might also affects the treatment management and ethical decisions.

Neuroimaging findings mainly suggest that MCS patients (including MCS*) present more preserved brain activity as well as more multisensory integration and top-down processing as compared to UWS patients. Studies also show that the prognosis is tightly linked to neuroimaging results: the more the brain is shown to be active, the better is the prognosis. Currently, the most robust technique for diagnosis seems to be the fluorodeoxyglucose PET scan [27].
However, it is radioactive and expensive. Combining multiple neuroimaging assessments are therefore suggested as it increases the chance to provide an accurate diagnosis and prognosis. Neuroimaging results should only be considered at the clinical level in case of an absence of consciousness at the bedside (i.e., UWS patient) and in case of positive neuroimaging results (e.g., during active paradigms).

Advances in curative treatment for patients with disorders of consciousness have been made recently. In the next years, we should primarily focus on improving therapeutic treatments but, for now, we advise to try as many options as possible (pharmacological medications and brain stimulations). Future neuroimaging studies should attempt to pre-identify responders to develop better individualized therapies, and to better understand the relationship between behavioral recovery, brain processing and treatment. Future work should also aim at testing the validity of the reviewed neural markers of consciousness both for diagnosis and prognosis in large-scale clinical trials. Finally, the next focus should be on developing a single wieldy index of consciousness that could supplement the current clinical assessments and pave the way for neurointensive and rehabilitation care.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

- BOLD = blood oxygen level dependent
- CRS-R = coma-recovery scale revised
- DTI = diffusion tensor imaging
- EEG = electroencephalography
- FDG-PET = fluorodesoxyglucose-positron emission tomography
- fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging
- MCS = minimally conscious state
- PCI = perturbational complexity index
- UWS = unresponsive wakefulness syndrome
- TMS = transcranial magnetic stimulation
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